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Introduction

On November 27, 2016, ransomware infected San Francisco's Municipal Transportation Agency
(SFMTA, or 'Muni') system and disabled the ticketing system. Known as HDDCryptor, this malware
encrypts files and overwrites the MBRs to prevent a PC from booting up. Almost 25 percent of Muni's
network was compromised, which included more than 2,000 payment and scheduling systems.
Attackers demanded 73,000 USD for the decryption key. SFMTA announced that they refused to pay
the ransom demand and are conducting an ongoing investigation. While they claimed there was “no
impact to the transit service” (passengers were simply allowed to ride for free that day), one thing
that this incident makes clear is that ransomware no longer just disables files and computers, but
now also poses a threat to critical infrastructure.

Starting in 2015, ransomware has steadily increased to become a matter of concern for cyber security in 2016.
According to AhnLab Security Emergency-response Center (ASEC), only 10 types of ransomware were
roughly in existence from 2013 to 2015; however, in 2016 alone, the number increased to about 160 types
including their variants (as of December 15, 2016). For the past year, ASEC noted a rapid increase in new
ransomware, with 15 to 20 new versions emerging each month in the second half of the year. Including
ransomware that are as of yet unknown, the total number will surely exceed this number.

The reason for the rampant increase of ransomware is, in short, money. For attackers, ransomware has been
something of a proven means for raising immediate funds in a short period of time. Many security experts thus
anticipate that the number of ransomware will continue to increase in 2017.

This report presents ransomware trends for 2016 and beyond.
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Findings 1: Representative ransomware in 2016

1. Locky: No. 1 ransomware of 2016

Locky ransomware, which caused widespread global damage, expanded by changing its distribution and
infection methods. It usually distributes malware via spam email containing infected attachments or links to
malicious websites, and became notorious for the sheer volume of spam mail sent during the past year alone.

Locky ransomware was first discovered in February 2016. In collusion with the Dridex botnet, infamous for its
online banking fraud malware, Locky ransomware was distributed via spam emails with a Word file (.doc)
attached to them.

Figure 1. Extortion threat message of Locky ransomware

Since March 2016, Locky ransomware has changed its spam email attachment from a Word file (.doc) to a
compressed file (.zip) containing an obfuscated JavaScript file. The script file contained in the compressed file
also changed repeatedly: from JavaScript (JS) in March, to HTA (HTML Application) in May and later, to WSF
(Windows Script File) in July 2016. It is assumed that the creators of the Locky ransomware continuously
changed their tactics in order to evade detection by spam filters or other security solutions.
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Figure 2. Locky ransomware attachments

There have also been changes in the extensions added to the files that Locky ransomware encrypts. An early
version of Locky ransomware added “.locky” to the encrypted files, then switched to the extension “.zepto” in
June 2016, and then “.odin” in September. By the end of October, “.shit” and “.thor” extensions were appended.
This was followed by “.aesir” and “.zzzzz” at the end of November, and “.osiris” at the beginning of December.

There are a few features that should be noted. The frequency of new Locky variants has increased in the latter
half of 2016. Many of the extensions are named after gods from Norse mythology (Odin, Thor, and Aesir) and
Egyptian mythology (Osiris), but random names are also used, such as “.shit” and “.zzzzz”. This could indicate
that there are at least two groups of Locky ransomware creators.

2. Cerber: ransomware with audio guidance

Once it infects a PC, Cerber ransomware encrypts files and then announces its presence via audio message.
It first appeared in March 2016, and then ran rampant in the latter half of 2016. Unlike Locky ransomware,
Cerber ransomware variants used to carry version numbers, such as the latest 5.0.1 (as of late 2016). However,
the new Christmas decorated version of Cerber no longer had a version number. It is likely that this
ransomware will be created and distributed without a version number from now on.
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Figure 3. Extortion threat message: Cerber v5.0

Like Locky ransomware, Cerber is distributed via spam emails or exploit kits. Initially, it was distributed in the
form of a Word file, but the latest variants include Word Open XML Macro-Enabled Document (DOCM) file,
HTML Application (HTA) and Visual Basic Script (VBS).

Exploit kits (EKs) are used for Web site vulnerability attacks and malvertising attacks. They were used to
deliver pharming attacks and distribute online game hacking malware. Cerber versions 1 and 2 were distributed
via Nuclear, Angler, and Neutrino exploits kits. When Nuclear and Angler EKs disappeared during the first half
of 2016, the third version of Cerber was delivered via RIG and Magnitude EKs. From version 4 onwards, RIG
(including RIG-E and RIG-V), Neutrino, and Magnitude EKs were used.

Meanwhile, Cerber creators used malware distribution networks operated by a different group to distribute the
ransomware. In addition, Cerber has been sold on the Russian black market ever since the first version.
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Figure 4. Christmas decorated Cerber version

3. CryptXXX: suddenly vanishing ransomware

CryptXXX ransomware was especially notorious in South Korea. In the beginning of June 2016, it infected
personal computers via a compromised popular smartphone-related website in the country.

Figure 5. Extortion threat message: CryptXXX ransomware

CryptXXX ransomware emerged around May 2016 around the time that TeslaCrypt, which had been highly
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active from the beginning of 2016, suddenly disappeared. However, CryptXXX itself disappeared by the end
of July 2016. With the announcement of the end of TeslaCrypt’s campaign, the TeslaCrypt ransomware
creators made the decryption key public. As of yet, no announcement for CryptXXX’s shut down has been
made, but the malware has not re-appeared in South Korea, where CryptXXX was more active than Locky and
Cerber, for five months. Thus, it does not seem that CryptXXX is in a momentary lull.

4. Types of ransomware that encrypt MBR

Petya ransomware, which overwrote the Master Boot Record (MBR), was discovered in March of last year.
This ransomware replaces the Master Boot Record (MBR) and encrypts the Master File Table on an infected
Windows computer's hard drive to prevent victims from booting up. Even if the MBR is manually restored, the
MFT is still encrypted, making infected computers inaccessible.

Figure 6. Screenshot of Petya ransomware

Following Petya, Mischa ransomware was discovered in May 2016. Mischa is a somewhat interesting
ransomware in that it selectively encrypts the MBR and files. When the MBR is encrypted, it shows an image
similar to the Petya ransomware, but on a black background with green text as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Screenshot of Mischa ransomware

GoldenEye ransomware made its appearance in December 2016, seven months after the emergence of
Mischa ransomware. It is the latest version of the Petya ransomware and displays an image similar to that of
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Mischa – only the color of the text, which is gold, differs.

Unlike Petya, which only encrypted the MBR, or Mischa, which only encrypted user files of the MBR,
GoldenEye encrypts both the MBR and files. It encrypts files first and adds an extension with eight random
characters. It then overwrites the MBR to load the ransom note below (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Screenshot of GoldenEye ransomware

All three ransomware – Petya, Mischa, and GoldenEye – were created by Janus Syndicate, a cybercrime
syndicate. Janus Syndicate is also the name of a fictional crime syndicate featured in the 1995 James Bond
film, GoldenEye.

Findings 2: Key changes in ransomware trends
The latest ransomware trends can be summarized by: an expanded range of damage by ransomware;
diversification of ransomware distribution; and changes in the aspect of ransomware creation.

1. Expanded range of ransomware damages

Today, ransomware is being discovered simultaneously across the world, regardless of country or region.
Particularly, the number of infections by TeslaCrypt, Locky, Cerber, and CryptXXX has been high. There were
slight regional differences based on distribution frequency via spam emails or exploit kits and number of PC
users, but the ransomware has proliferated over all regions – North America, Europe, and Asia. That is, while
ransomware has been dominant in North America and Europe, including Russia, it has extended its territory
to Asia, including South Korea, Japan, India, and Taiwan.
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In 2016, ransomware damages were reported not only by personal users but also by medical institutions and
public organizations. We cannot rule out the possibility of ransomware attacks spreading to various service
sectors, including finance and manufacturing in the near future. With ransomware activity gradually expanding,
it is highly possible that the scope of damage will expand as well.

2. Diversification of distribution methods

With the methods of ransomware distribution diversifying, the damage is becoming more severe. There are
three main distribution methods – spam email, exploit kits, and malvertising.

Distribution Method

Descriptions
• Traditional malware distribution technique
• Deceives users with email subjects, messages, and
Spam email
attachments to open malicious attachments and contained
links.
• Uses web vulnerability and drive-by-download
Exploit Kits (EK)
• Effective in infecting a number of random victims
• Many active EK groups
• Combined EK and advertisement module
Malvertising
• Effective in infecting a number of random victims
[Table 1] Ransomware distribution methods

Spam email, a traditional malware distribution method, is also actively used. Both Locky and Cerber
ransomware were distributed via spam emails. Social engineering techniques are also used in spam emails to
lure users. They are usually disguised as promotions, prize drawings or purchase-related emails in South
Korea, whereas in the US and Europe, they are disguised as invoice, payment or resume related emails.

However, there is a built-in hurdle to ransomware infection via spam emails in that users must manually
execute the malicious attachments. With more email security solutions blocking executable attachments,
attackers are using encrypted compressed files or obfuscated script files to evade detection by security
solutions.

Figure 9. Spam emails that distribute ransomware
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Exploit Kits (EK) are required for drive-by-download attacks, a technique that distributes malware via
vulnerable websites. When a user visits a compromised website, the ransomware is downloaded and executed
without the user’s awareness. This method is effective in attacking a number of random victims, and has been
used to distribute online game hacking or pharming malware.

There are three prerequisites for successfully attacking random victims via EK – vulnerable websites with traffic,
people who use vulnerable software, and new malware not yet detected by antivirus programs. The prime
targets would be structurally vulnerable Internet-based applications or programs that are applied to many
websites and used by many users such as Internet Explorer, Flash Player, Java, and Silverlight.

There are many different types of EKs. RIG, RIG-E, Neutrino, and Magnitude are actively used these days.
Nuclear EK and Angler EK were terminated in the first half of 2016. Attackers then started using Neutrino and
RIG EKs.

As mentioned above, in order to infect as many random victims as possible with drive-by-downloads, the
website needs to be vulnerable and have high traffic. However, not many websites meet both of these
conditions. To overcome this problem, cybercriminals are using online advertising modules or servers instead
of vulnerable websites. Most of the advertisements on popular websites use the advertising agency’s server,
and most agencies are usually small and cannot afford to maintain secure servers.

Attackers distribute compromised advertisements with malware via vulnerable advertisement servers. Even if
the website is not vulnerable, malware can be downloaded to a user’s computer through advertisements. This
technique is so-called “Malvertising”, a portmanteau of "malicious” and “advertising". In the case of malware
infection via malvertising, it is difficult to trace the infection path.

In addition, ransomware distribution via Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) has recently increased. Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP), developed by Microsoft, provides users with a graphical user interface (GUI) to
remotely connect to another computer over a network connection. It is usually used for server management or
remote connection. In order to execute RDP, information regarding the server administrator or user account is
required. The problem is that users as well as administrators usually use very security-weak passwords such
as ‘1’, ‘1234’, ‘abcd’, ‘password,’ etc. In some cases, the passwords are shared accounts used with others or
owners who do not bother to change the password.

Cybercriminals attempt to login through brute-force attacks, and when they succeed, they copy and run the
ransomware file on the system. Ransomware infection using this technique is on the rise, and thus, security
experts continue to emphasize the use of strong passwords that are changed on a regular basis.

3. Changes in ransomware creation

To briefly summarize the process of ransomware creation to infection, the attacker creates the ransomware
and passes it over to a malware distributor; the group then distributes the ransomware to infect victims’
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computers. When the victim pays the ransom, the ransomware creator and distributor divide the earnings.

In the case of some notorious ransomware that have reaped huge profits, some of the money is reinvested
into improving the ransomware. The creators either change the infection technique, evade detection by security
solutions, expand the encryption scope or enhance the encryption method. They even have a Quality
Assurance (QA) process to check for errors. The creators then deliver the enhanced ransomware to the
distributor to earn more money, and continue reinvesting to enhance the ransomware’s functions. Examples
of such ransomware include Cerber, Locky, CryptoLocker, TeslaCrypt, CryptXXX, CTB-Locker, and Cryptowall.

One of the most remarkable trends in ransomware is Ransomware as a Service (RaaS), which enables any
potential cyber criminal to purchase and use malware without IT expertise. All that is required is payment of a
service charge to an RaaS provider. Buyers then receive a user-friendly panel that gives them simple
instructions on how to manage ransomware that even include “product details” such as the number of daily
infections, the number of people who have paid the ransom, and the income generated. The RaaS provider
receives a certain sum as a commission for their services.

Figure 10. Ransom32 and Mischa
RaaS also provides some advantages to ransomware creators who lack the initial capital to earn money. Locky
and Cerber were initially spread via RaaS, as were Ransom32, Petya, Mischa, Stampado, Philadelphia, Shark,
and Atom.

There is another recent ransomware trend: open-source ransomware. These are usually published for
educational purposes and to raise a user’s security awareness. Here are the following types of open-source
ransomware: Hidden Tear, EDA2, and Heimdall, Most open-source ransomware has been developed based
on Hidden Tear and EDA2. Although open-source ransomware creators give notice about the limits of their
usage, criminals illegally exploit these well-intended ransomware, and many of the ransomware found last
year were generated from open-source-based ransomware.
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Conclusion
Ransomware has started to evolve more quickly and has become more diverse since 2016. In the first half of
2016, ransomware used to encrypt files only, but now it has begun encrypting both the MBR and files. In
addition, multiple RaaS have started to increase in the latter half of the year. Attackers also have begun to
exploit open-source ransomware that were originally developed for educational purposes.

This rapid increase in ransomware over the past two years is expected to evolve further. There will be more
new variants that will not only encrypt the MBR, but also other areas of the system. The infection techniques
will become more sophisticated in disabling antivirus programs or bypassing detection by security solutions.

Ransomware, however, is not a new form of malware that suddenly appeared out of nowhere. There is also
nothing new about its distribution methods. Drive-by-download attacks via spam emails or exploit kits have
existed for many years. In this regard, existing security solutions and following traditional security guidelines
are still effective in preventing ransomware infection.

In order to prevent infection via malvertising or drive-by-download attacks using exploit kits, it is important to
keep operating systems and programs updated to the latest version. In addition, it is crucial to back up
important data on a regular basis to minimize the possibility of damages caused by such attacks.

When it comes to ransomware prevention for corporations, the implementation of centralized security
management and control for individual systems in the organization is absolutely critical. Companies must urge
employees to follow security guidelines. In addition, it is necessary to deploy multi-layered security systems
that detect and respond to malware in both the network and at endpoints. In particular, it is necessary to come
up with an effective system for coping with ransomware for the initial victim as well as for preventing lateral
proliferation at the endpoint level.
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Tech Report_ Ransomware Trends to Watch

1) Telecrypt Ransomware Uses Telegram as C&C Server
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/telecrypt-ransomware-uses-telegram-as-candc-server/
2) Telecrypt Ransomware Cracked, Free Decryptor Released by Malwarebytes
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/telecrypt-ransomware-cracked-free-decryptor-released-bymalwarebytes/
3) New Scheme: Spread Popcorn Time Ransomware, get chance of free Decryption Key
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/new-scheme-spread-popcorn-time-ransomware-get-chance-of-freedecryption-key/
4) This Ransomware Unlocks Your Files For Free If You Infect Others
http://thehackernews.com/2016/12/ransomware-malware.html
5) Popcorn Time ransomware, pay up the ransom or spread it to decrypt the files
http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/54237/malware/popcorn-time-ransomware.html
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